Agenda
Village of Homer Glen
PLAN COMMISSION
Thursday, August 1, 2019 – 7:00 p.m.
Village Board Room, 14240 W. 151st Street, Homer Glen
1. Call to Order.
2. Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
3. Roll Call.
4. Public Comment.
5. Minutes.
a) June 6, 2019
6. New Business.
a) HG-1912-P, 15761 S. Bell Road (Public Hearing): Consideration of a request for a
Special Use Permit to permit outdoor seating associated with a permitted restaurant
for Tavern in the Glen property located at 15761 S Bell Road, Homer Glen, Illinois in
the C-2 Local Business Zoning District.
b) HG-1913-V, 13908 S. Elm Street (Public Hearing): Consideration of a request for:

i.
ii.

a Variance to reduce the minimum lot width of a corner lot from one hundred thirty (130)
feet to one hundred five (105) feet; and
a Variance to reduce the minimum lot size from twenty thousand (20,000) square feet to
nineteen thousand, three hundred fifty-two (19,352) square feet for certain real property
located in the R-3 Single Family Residential Zoning District at 13920 S. Elm Street,
Homer Glen, Illinois.

c) HG-1914-V, 12208 W. Somerset Road (Public Hearing): Consideration of a request
for:

i.
ii.
iii.

a Variance to permit an above ground pool as an obstruction in a corner side yard, and;
a Variance to increase the maximum height of a fence in a corner side yard from four (4)
feet to six (6) feet, and;
a Variance to allow a solid fence in a corner side yard for certain real property located
in the R-5 Single Family Residential Zoning District at 12208 W. Somerset Road, Homer
Glen, Illinois.

7. Reports of Plan Commissioners and Staff (includes Old Business).

8. Adjourn.

DISABLED: Any individual requiring special accommodations as specified by the Americans with Disabilities Act is
requested to notify the Village Manager of Homer Glen at 708-301-0632 at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting date.
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Plan Commission
Minutes of the Meeting on
June 6, 2019

DRAFT

Village of Homer Glen
14240 W 151st Street, Homer Glen, IL 60491
Village Board Room

Plan Commission Minutes

June 6, 2019

1. Call to Order.
The meeting was called to order at 7:01 p.m. by Chairman Don Mitchell.
2. Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
3. Roll Call.
Members present at 7:01 p.m. were Chairman Don Mitchell, Members Broque Backal, Brian
Kozor, Lynn McGary Dave Stanly and Beth Verdun.
Also present were the Director of Planning and Zoning, Vijay Gadde, Plan Commission
Secretary, Gia Cassin. The minutes were recorded and transcribed by Gia Cassin.
Members absent: Jerry Young.
4. Public Comment.
None.
5. Minutes.
a) May 16, 2019
Chairman Mitchell asked for a motion to approve the minutes from May 16, 2019.
Member Verdun made a motion to approve the minutes from the May 16, 2019 meeting;
seconded by member Stanly. The motion passed unanimously
Planning Director Gadde swore in persons in attendance who intended to speak during
the meeting’s public hearing.
6. New Business.
a) HG – 1910 – P, Lots 23 and 24, Hunt Club Meadows (Public Hearing):
Consideration of a request for a plat of consolidation to combine lots 23 and 24 located
in the Hunt Club Meadows Subdivision, Homer Glen, Illinois.
Director Gadde introduced the proposal to consolidate lots twenty-three (23) and twentyfour (24) in order to construct a single-family home. Aside from the subdivision
regulations, the lighting codes for outdoor lighting will apply to this project. The tree
preservation regulations do not apply because this property is smaller than five (5)
acres. This project does comply with the Land Use Plan as a Single-Family-Estate. The
petitioner is present if the Plan Commission has any questions.
Chairman Mitchell asked for a motion open the public hearing for case number
HG01910-P, Lots twenty-three (23) and twenty-four (24), Hunt Club Meadows. Member
Backal made the motion to open the public hearing; seconded by Member McGary. All
in favor, zero (0) opposed. The motion passed.
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Chairman Mitchell asked the petitioner if they had anything they would like to add, if
so, this would be the time. The petitioner did not have any comments to add. No one
else spoke on this case.
Chairman Mitchell asked for motion to close the public hearing. Member McGary made
the motion to close the public hearing; seconded by Member Stanly. All in favor, zero
(0) opposed. The motion passed.
Plan Commission held a brief discussion. Only one question was raised by Member
Backal who expressed a concern if there were any current drainage issues. Chairman
Mitchell stated that would be something that would be looked at and addressed when
the building permit is applied for.
Chairman Mitchell asked the petitioner why the need to consolidate the properties. He
wanted to know if the home was to be placed covering parts of each lot. The petitioner
confirmed that would be correct.
No additional discussion. Chairman Mitchell asked for a motion. Member McGary
made the motion to recommend for approval of a Plat Consolidation for Lots twentythree (23) and twenty-four (24) located in the Hunt Club Meadows Subdivision, Homer
Glen, Illinois (HG-1910-P, Lots twenty-three (23) and twenty-four (24) Hunt Club
Meadow). The motion was seconded by Member Stanly.
A roll call vote was taken. In favor, six (6); Members Backal, Kozor, McGary, Stanly,
Verdun, Mitchell. Absent one (1); Member Young. Abstained (0) none. The motion
carried.
Director Gadde stated this matter would go to the Village Board on June 26, 2019.
b.) HG-1911-P, 16063 S. Parker Road. Consideration to combine 16063 S. Parker Road
with parcel 16-05-23-100-027 located in Homer Glen.
Chairman Mitchell asked Director Gadde to introduce this case. Director Gadde said
this is a case where the petitioner would like to combine the property located at 16063
S. Parker Road with the parcel behind it, and create one long driveway from Parker
Road to the residence to be constructed. In this case, the Exterior Construction
Standards will apply, the exterior lighting standards will apply, and a tree survey will
need to be conducted since this will be a parcel greater than five (5) acres. Other than
this, it is a Single-Family-Estate and it complies with the Comprehensive Use Plan.
Chairman Mitchell asked why this went through a variance if Hardie Board is basically
a masonry product. Director Gadde responded that our code wording is very specific to
the finishes we can use and Hardie Board is not one of them, but it is something we will
consider adding in the future.
Chairman Mitchell asked the petitioner if he would like to add something, and he replied
he would not.
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Chairman Mitchell asked for a motion to open the public hearing. Member McGary
made the motion to open the public hearing; seconded by Member Backal. All in favor,
zero (0) opposed. The motion passed.
Chairman Mitchell asked if anyone wished to speak, no one spoke.
Chairman Mitchell asked for motion to close the public hearing. Member Verdun
motioned to close the public hearing; seconded by Member McGary. All in favor, zero
(0) opposed. The motion passed.
Member Kozor commented that he thinks one of the reasons that Hardie Board is not
looked at as stone material is because it looks like wood but it is more durable. The idea
with Will County is that the first-floor façade requirement is brick or stone look.
Chairman Mitchell asked Director Gadde if the driveway that is being proposed would
be a hindrance to the home that is there. Director Gadde replied this plan has detail
that the house would be constructed on the one lot (the square) and the drive will come
all the way to Parker. Chairman Mitchell asked what the setbacks would be for the
driveway. Staff responded the setbacks are five (5) feet.
Member Verdun clarified that the petitioner will need to comply with the Tree
Preservation Ordinance, staff confirmed that is correct. She further asked if the
petitioner was aware of the landscaping business directly to the west of this property.
Director Gadde stated the petitioner was aware.
No additional comments. Chairman Mitchell called for a motion. Member Backal made
the motion to recommend for approval of a Plat of Consolidation to combine 16063 S.
Parker Road with parcel 16-05-23-100-027 located in Homer Glen, Illinois. (HG-1911-P,
16063 S. Parker Road). The motion was seconded by Member McGary.
A roll call vote was taken. Six (6) in favor; Members Backal, Kozor, McGary, Stanly,
Verdun and Mitchell. Absent one (1); Member Young. Abstained, (0) none. The motion
carried.
Director Gadde stated that this matter would go to the June 26, 2019 at 7:00 p.m.
7. Reports of the Plan Commissioners and Staff (includes Old Business)
Director Gadde stated that there would be a Comprehensive Plan community open
house on June 26, 2019 between 5:00 – 7:00 p.m. at the Village Hall.
He stated that the Plan Commission meetings for June 20, 2019 and July 4, 2019 would
be canceled due to conflict and holiday respectively. The next tentatively scheduled
meeting could be held on July 18, 2019.
Member Verdun provided an update on the Comprehensive Plan progress. Upcoming
events include the June 26, 2019 Open house. The website was launched
(www.myhomerglen.org) and she said you can sign up for email updates. The Twitter
handle is @myhomerglen_cp. Also, she stated that on June 22 and 23, 2019, outreach
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will be at the Homer Fest to try to get more people involved in the Comprehensive Plan.
Activities are planned for those two (2) dates.
No further discussion. Chairman Mitchell called for a motion to adjourn.
8.) Adjournment
Member Backal made the motion to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Member McGary.
All in favor, (0) opposed. The motion passed and the meeting adjourned at 7:20 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted: Gia Cassin
Chairman Mitchell:

_____________________________________________

Approved (Date):

_____________________________________________
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HOMER GLEN PLAN COMMISSION
MEMORANDUM
To:

Chairman and Members of the Homer Glen Plan Commission

From:

Melissa King, Senior Planner/Project Manager

Meeting Date:

Originally published July 18, 2019
Continued to August 1, 2019

Agenda Item Number:

6.a.

Subject:

Tavern in the Glen Outdoor Seating, Case No. HG-1912-S

Item Title: Consider a request for a Special Use Permit to permit outdoor seating
associated with a permitted restaurant, as required in Section 220.835 of the Village
of Homer Glen Zoning Ordinance, for Tavern in the Glen property located at 15761 S
Bell Road, Homer Glen, Illinois.
Property Information
Location:

15761 S Bell Road, Homer Glen, Illinois

Property Size:

4.74 acres

Existing Zoning/Use:

C-2 Local Business District, Mixed Commercial

Adjacent Zoning/Use:

N:
E:
S:
W:
NW:

A-1 Agricultural / Civic Educational (Homer Jr. High
School)
A-1 Agricultural / Civic Educational (Homer Middle
School)
C-3 General Business / Medical Office (Home Dialysis
Services)
C-2 Local Business / Restaurant and Financial
Institution (Nick’s Barbecue and Midland Savings &
Loan)
R-5 Single Family Residential / Single Family
Subdivision (Meadowview

Existing Conditions
Tavern in the Glen is a permitted restaurant located in an end tenant space on the south side of
the “Grove Valley Center” commercial strip center. The restaurant does not currently have an
outdoor seating area. Refer to the Attachment 1 for the location of the current tenant space.
Conformance with the Zoning Code
Code Requirements: Per §220-835 (Outdoor seating associated with permitted restaurant) of
Chapter 220 (Zoning) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen, outdoor seating areas such as
this must be enclosed by a fence or wall at least three (3) feet in height and, when adjacent to a
public walkway, at least five (5) feet of the walkway must remain unobstructed.
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Proposed Outdoor Seating Area: Attachment 1 is an existing conditions aerial that shows the
context of the property and tenant space. Attachment 2 shows images of the existing conditions
on site. Attachment 3 includes a site plan, which depicts the proposal for the outdoor seating
area; staff has annotated this plan so as to better visualize existing conditions and proposed
changes. Attachment 4 includes a west elevation and south elevation of the proposed outdoor
seating area, fencing, awning and canopy.
As shown on Attachment 3, fifteen (15) feet of the forty-three (43) foot existing drive aisle, located
just south of the building, will be utilized for the proposed outdoor seating area. Twenty-eight
(28) feet of drive aisle will remain. Per Village code, the minimum drive aisle width for two (2)
way traffic is twenty-four (24) feet and therefore with the improvement provided, the vehicular
area still meets code. Due to the outdoor seating area being located directly in a traffic
thoroughfare, it will be required as a condition of approval of this special use to install six (6)
bollards around the perimeter of the outdoor seating area, as shown on Attachment 3. The nine
(9) foot wide accessible walkway along the front of the tenant space is proposed to remain open
to north-south pedestrian traffic. There is no seating proposed in this front area. The proposed
outdoor seating area will be located along the south side of the building and will be approximately
forty-three (43) foot by fifteen (15) feet, in total six hundred forty-five (645) square feet. A new
concrete pad will be poured the entire length of the new outdoor seating area and will extend
west to meet up with the western edge of the existing sidewalk. A new ADA accessible depressed
curb will be installed at the southwest corner of the new concrete pad.
As shown on Attachment 3 and 4, the proposed outdoor seating area will be fully enclosed with
fencing and a gate. In addition, a black canopy is proposed over the proposed outdoor seating
area. Conceptual signage, an awning, and lighting along the tenant front is proposed and will be
reviewed through a separate permit process. Any proposed lighting must meet the dark sky
lighting ordinance regulations.
Conformance with Other Code Standards
Exterior Construction Standards (Chapter 75, Article II):
The Exterior Construction Standards do not apply to this request as the outdoor seating area’s
expansion includes additional fencing and canopy exclusively.
Lighting (Chapter 75, Article II):
The Lighting regulations do not apply to this request as no exterior lighting has been proposed
as part of outdoor seating area’s expansion. Conceptual lighting has been shown on the façade
but is not proposed at this time. Any proposed lighting shall meet the dark sky lighting
ordinance regulations.
Conservation Design (Chapter 107, Article IV):
The Conservation Design regulations do not apply to this request because the applicant has not
proposed the development of a residential subdivision greater than ten (10) acres in area, nor
have they proposed the development of a residential subdivision made up of lots less than one
and one-half (1.5) acres in size.
Tree Preservation (Chapter 107, Article III):
The Tree Preservation regulations do not apply to this request as the applicant has not requested
the approval of a Preliminary Plat of Subdivision or proposed the division of the subject property,
and the subject property is less than five (5) acres in size.
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Subdivision & Stormwater (Chapter 138, Article I):
The Subdivision regulations do not apply to this request as the applicant has not proposed the
division of the subject property at this time. The Stormwater regulations do not apply to this
request.
Park Donation (Chapter 138, Article II):
The Park Donation regulations do not apply to this request as these regulations only apply
when the final Plat for a residential subdivision or development has been approved, or when
the final Plat for a Planned Unit Development has been approved.
Conformance with Adopted Plans
Comprehensive Land Use Plan:
The Comprehensive Plan designates the subject property as Commercial.
Transportation Plan:
The applicant’s proposal and requested Special Use Permit conform to the regulations and
recommendations set forth within the Village of Homer Glen Transportation Plan.
Findings of Fact
Section 220-1207C(1-3) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen states the required standards
for making findings of fact for a Variance. The Code requires that the Plan Commissioners
consider these standards in making its finding and determining a recommendation to send to
the Village Board.
Motion for Consideration
Is there a motion to adopt staff’s findings as the findings of the Plan Commission and to
recommend _______________ (approval / approval with conditions / denial) of a Special Use
Permit for outdoor seating associated with a permitted restaurant [§220-835 (Outdoor seating
associated with a permitted restaurant) of Chapter 220 (Zoning) of the Code of the Village of
Homer Glen] for Tavern in the Glen located in the C-2 Local Business District at 15761 S Bell
Road, Homer Glen, Illinois, subject to the following condition:
1. Install six (6) bollards around perimeter of outdoor seating area, as shown on Attachment 3.
Attachments
1. Existing Conditions – Aerial
2. Existing Conditions – Site Images
3. Site Plan of Proposed Outdoor Seating Area
4. Elevations of Proposed Outdoor Seating Area
5. Staff-Suggested Findings of Fact
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Bell Road

Attachment 1: Existing Conditions - Aerial
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Attachment 2: Existing Conditions – Site Images
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Attachment 3: Site Plan of Proposed Outdoor Seating Area

New accessible
depressed curb
on corner

Fifteen (15) feet of
existing drive aisle to
be utilized for outdoor
seating area

43’-8”

Fenced outdoor
seating area,
delineated in red
+/-14’

New concrete,
shown in orange,
(currently asphalt)
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Forty-three (43) foot
existing drive aisle
15’

Existing nine (9)
foot wide
sidewalk area,
shown in light
blue, to remain
open to
pedestrian traffic

9’

28’

Proposed black
awning, shown
in yellow, on
west elevation

Proposed black
canopy, shown in
yellow, on south
elevation over
outdoor seating area

Six (6) Proposed Bollards, shown
in blue, installed around the
perimeter to protect the outdoor
seating area from vehicles.
Twenty-eight (28) feet of existing
drive aisle to remain open to two
(2) way vehicular traffic

Attachment 4: Elevations of Proposed Outdoor Seating Area

West Elevation
(Graphic representation))

South Elevation
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Attachment 5: Staff-Suggested Findings of Fact
Standards for Special Use Permit
Section 220-1209D of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen states the required standards for
making findings of fact for a special use (and any amendments thereto). The following are the
categories with staff’s suggested findings (in italics):

1. That the establishment, maintenance or operation of the special use will not be detrimental
to, or endanger, the public health, safety, morals, comfort or general welfare.

The Special Use Permit to establish an outdoor seating area for Tavern in the Glen will not be
detrimental to, or endanger, the public health, safety, morals, comfort or general welfare. The
proposed outdoor seating area will be canopied and fenced per all relevant regulations and
standards.

2. The proposed use at the proposed location will not have an undue or substantial adverse

effect, above and beyond that inherently associated with such use, irrespective of the location
in the particular zoning district, upon adjacent property, the character of the neighborhood,
or other matters affecting the public health, safety and welfare of the community.

The Special Use Permit will not have an undue or substantial adverse effect upon the adjacent
property, the character of the neighborhood, or other matters affecting the public health, safety
and welfare of the community. Tavern in the Glen is located in an area of mixed commercial
that includes other restaurants, retail, and other mixed commercial uses. Chesden’s Pizzeria
Restaurant, directly across Bell Road, also has an outdoor seating area very similar in
character.

3. That the special use will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the
immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted, nor substantially diminish and impair
property values within the neighborhood.

The Special Use Permit will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the
immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted, not substantially diminish and impair
property values within the neighborhood. The proposal will maintain pedestrian access
throughout the site, and the removal of fifteen (15) foot section of drive aisle near the restaurant
will not significantly impact the access or availability for patrons to the area.

4. The proposed use at the particular location is desirable to provide a service or facility in the

interest of public convenience and the gain to the public and all or a part of the community
exceeds the hardship imposed upon the property owner.
The Special Use Permit will expand upon an existing restaurant facility that is of interest to
the public for its convenience and “placemaking” value.

5. The proposed special use is generally suitable for the particular zoning district and will not

adversely affect development of adjacent properties in accord with the applicable district
regulations.
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The Special Use Permit is to be located in the C-2 Local Business District, a “community
shopping district” whose purpose is to meet weekly needs in areas that are centrally located.
Restaurants, particularly full-service establishments, are typically not places of daily
importance to consumers, making the restaurant use an appropriate match for the C-2 Local
District. Furthermore, outdoor seating is a complementary use to restaurant establishments,
making the requested Special Use Permit suitable for this location.

6. That the establishment of the special use will not impede the normal and orderly
development and improvement of the surrounding property for uses permitted in the district.

The establishment of the Special Use Permit requested will not impede the normal and orderly
development and improvement of the surrounding property, particularly because an outdoor
seating area is compatible with other retail and restaurant uses already present in the area.

7. That the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of any proposed structure will not

be so at variance with either the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of the
structures already constructed, or in the course of construction in the immediate
neighborhood or the character of the applicable district, as to cause a substantial depreciation
in the property values within the neighborhood.

The Special Use Permit will approve the construction of an outdoor seating area, which
includes a canopy and fence. The materials for the outdoor seating area are not regulated by
the exterior materials standards, but are appropriate for the space and relate to the
architecture of the building. In addition, the proposal will certainly match the functional plan
of the overall structure within which Tavern in the Glen is located.

8. That the adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or necessary facilities have been or
are being provided.

The adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or necessary facilities for the purposes of
the Special Use Permit requested have been or are being provided as part of the request.

9. That adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress so designed
as to minimize traffic congestion in the public streets.

The Special Use Permit requested will not impact the ingress and egress of vehicular traffic
throughout the site, thereby negating any impact it might have on traffic congestion in public
streets. While fifteen (15) feet of the existing forty-three (43) foot drive aisle will be utilized for
the outdoor seating area; twenty-eight (28) feet of drive aisle will remain, which meets code for
two way traffic.

10. The proposed use has been considered in relation to the location, goals and objectives of the
Village’s Comprehensive Plan and is in general accord with the guidelines of the plan.

The Special Use Permit requested has been considered in relation to the location, goals and
objectives of the Village’s Comprehensive Plan and is indeed in general accord with the
guidelines of the plan.
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HOMER GLEN PLAN COMMISSION
MEMORANDUM
To:

Chairman and Members of the Homer Glen Plan Commission

From:

Vijay Gadde, AICP, Director of Planning & Zoning

Meeting Date:

August 1, 2019

Agenda Item Number:

6.b

Subject:

13908 & 13920 S. Elm Street, Case No. HG-1913-V

Item Title: Consider a request for:
i. a Variance to reduce the minimum lot width of a corner lot from one hundred thirty (130)
feet to one hundred five (105) feet for certain real property located in the R-3 Single Family
Residential Zoning District at 13908 S. Elm Street, Homer Glen, Illinois, and;
ii. a Variance to reduce the minimum lot size from twenty thousand (20,000) square feet to
nineteen thousand, three hundred fifty-two (19,352) square feet for certain real property
located in the R-3 Single Family Residential Zoning District at 13920 S. Elm Street, Homer
Glen, Illinois.
Property Information
Location:

13908 & 13920 S. Elm Street (See Attachment 1)

Property Size:

Lot 1 20,000 SF
Lot 2 19,352 SF

Existing Zoning/Use:

R-3 Single-Family Residential (Lemont Farms Subdivision)

Adjacent Zoning/Use:

N:
E:
S:
W:

R-2 Single-Family Residential (Foxley Acres)
R-2 Single-Family Residential (Lemont Farms)
R-1 Single-Family Residential (Lemont Farms)
R-1 Single-Family Residential (Lemont Farms)

Background Information
The subject property is the northern quarter of what was originally platted as Lot 46 in the
Lemont Farms Subdivision. The applicant, Lisa Swanson, had the subject property divided with
two PINs on January 1, 1965, well before the Will County Subdivision regulations were adopted
in 1970. Therefore, the lot was property subdivided for new construction. However, the new lots
have become legally non-conforming under Homer Glen’s Zoning Regulations. As the applicant
intends to sell the two lots as buildable, she is seeking the variances listed above.
Conformance with Zoning Regulations
Findings of Fact: Section 220-1207C(1-3) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen states the
required standards for making findings of fact for a Variance. The Code requires that the Plan

1

Commissioners consider these standards in making its finding and determining a
recommendation to send to the Village Board. Please refer to Attachment 3 for staff-suggested
Findings of Fact.
Conformance with other Code Standards
Exterior Construction Standards (Chapter 75, Article II):
The Exterior Construction Standards do not apply to the requested Variances as such standards
apply only when the new primary dwellings are constructed.
Lighting (Chapter 75, Article II):
The Lighting regulations do not apply to this request as no exterior lighting has been proposed.
Subdivision & Stormwater (Chapter 138, Article I):
Per Code, Section 138-2, Land Development Review Procedures and Fees, the general approval
criteria for plats includes the requirement that all plats are recorded with the Will County
Recorder of Deeds. The Stormwater regulations apply when the new primary dwellings are
constructed.
Tree Preservation and Conservation Subdivision (Chapter 138, Article I):
The Tree Preservation regulations do not apply to this request as the subject property is less
than five (5) acres in size.
The Conservation Subdivision regulations do not apply to this request because the applicant has
not proposed the development of a residential subdivision greater than ten (10) acres in area,
nor the applicant proposed the development of a residential subdivision made up of lots less than
one and one-half (1.5) acres in size.
Park Donation (Chapter 138, Article II):
The Park Donation regulations do not apply to this request as these regulations only apply when
the final Plat for a residential subdivision or development has been approved. The Lemont Farms
Subdivision has been platted in 1946.
Conformance with Adopted Plans
Comprehensive Land Use Plan:
The Comprehensive Plan designates the subject property as Single-Family – Estate Residential.
Transportation Plan:
The regulations and recommendations set forth within the Village of Homer Glen Transportation
Plan do not apply as the applicant is not requesting any changes to the ingress and egress from
the subject property.
Motion for Consideration
Is there a motion to adopt the attached findings as the findings of the Plan Commission and to
recommend _______________ (approval / approval with conditions / denial) of:
i.

a Variance to reduce the minimum lot width of a corner lot from one hundred thirty (130)
feet to one hundred five (105) feet [Table 1B (Site and Structure Bulk Requirements for
Residential Districts) of Chapter 220 (Zoning) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen] for
certain real property located in the R-3 Single Family Residential Zoning District at 13908
S. Elm Street, Homer Glen, Illinois, and;
ii. a Variance to reduce the minimum lot size from twenty thousand (20,000) square feet to

2

nineteen thousand, three hundred fifty-two (19,352) square feet [Table 1B (Site and
Structure Bulk Requirements for Residential Districts) of Chapter 220 (Zoning) of the Code
of the Village of Homer Glen] for certain real property located in the R-3 Single Family
Residential Zoning District at 13920 S. Elm Street, Homer Glen, Illinois.
[13908 & 13920 S. Elm Street, Case No. HG-1913-V]
Attachments
1. Aerial Map of 13908 & 13920 S. Elm Street
2. Plat of Survey
3. Findings of Fact
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Attachment 1 – Aerial Map of 13908 & 13920 S. Elm Street
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Attachment 2 – Plat of Subdivision
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Attachment 3 – Findings of Fact
Standards for Variances
Chapter 220-1207C(1-3) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen lists the standards by which
the Plan Commission shall make the findings of fact. The following are the categories with staff’s
recommended findings in italics.
1. The Plan Commission shall not vary the provisions of the Ordinance as authorized unless
it has made findings based upon the evidence presented to it in the following cases.
a) That the property in question cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used
only under the conditions allowed by the regulations in that zone.
The property cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used only under the
conditions allowed by the regulations in the R-3 Single-Family Residential District.
b) That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances.
The original lot was properly subdivided for new construction. However, the new lots
have become legally non-conforming under Homer Glen’s Zoning Regulations. As the
applicant intends to sell the two lots as buildable, she is seeking approval of the
variances.
c) That the variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
The Variances, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. The lots
immediately to the south of the subject property have been similarly subdivided with
homes built on.

Existing Homes at 13940 and 13932 S. Elm Street

2. A variance shall be recommended to the Village Board only if the evidence, in the
judgment of the Plan Commission, sustains each of the three conditions enumerated
above.
3. For the purpose of supplementing the above standards, the Plan Commission, in making
its determination, shall also take into consideration the extent to which the following
facts, favorable to the applicant, have been established by the evidence:
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a) That the particular surroundings, shape, or topographical conditions of the specific
property involved will bring a particular hardship upon the owner, as distinguished
from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations was carried out.
The original lot was properly subdivided for new construction. However, the new lots
have become legally non-conforming under Homer Glen’s Zoning Regulations.
b) That the conditions upon which the petition for variance is based would not be
applicable, generally, to other property within the same zoning classification.
The applicant’s primary justification for the requested Variances is simply that the
Village staff had previously reviewed the subdivision and agreed the two lots should
be buildable.
c) That the purpose of the variance is not exclusively based upon a desire to make more
money out of the property.
The purpose of the requested Variance is not exclusively based upon a desire to make a
greater profit out of the property upon its sale; but to be able to build two custom homes
complimenting the other homes in the neighborhood.
d) That the alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently
having an interest in the property.
The applicant’s primary difficulty in this scenario is the new lots have become legally
non-conforming under Homer Glen’s Zoning Regulations.
e) That the granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or
unduly injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the
property is located.
Village staff does not foresee the approval of these Variances having a detrimental
impact on the public welfare or being unduly injurious to other property or
improvements in the Lemont Farms Subdivision.
f) That the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of any proposed structure
will not be so at Variance with the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan
of the structures already constructed, or in the course of construction in the immediate
neighborhood or the character of the applicable district, as to cause a substantial
depreciation in the property values within the neighborhood.
The Village’s exterior materials standards would apply when the new primary
dwellings are constructed.
g) That the proposed variance will not impair an adequate supply of air to adjacent
property, substantially increase the danger of fire, otherwise endanger the public
safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.
The proposed Variances will not impair an adequate supply of air to the adjacent
property, substantially increase the danger of fire or substantially diminish or impair
property values within the Lemont Farms Subdivision.
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PROPERTY ADDRESS

LEGEND FOR SURVEY LINES

ELM FARMS SUBDIVISION

ABBREVIATIONS

AREA OF SUBDIVISION

NOTE

LOT 1 PIN #

ALL EASEMENTS ARE HEREBY GRANTED PUBLIC UTILITY & DRAINAGE UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED.
ALL EXTERIOR CORNERS OF THE SUBDIVISION SHALL BE SET PRIOR TO THE
RECORDING OF THE FINAL PLAT. INTERIOR PROPERTY CORNERS SHALL BE
MONUMENTED WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTER FLAT RECORDING AND/OR PRIOR TO THE
CONVEYANCE OF ANY PARCEL WITHIN THE SUBDIVISION.

LOT 2 PIN #

COMMONWEALTH EDISON & AMERITECH EASEMENT PROVISIONS
CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

NOTARY PUBLIC CERTIFICATE

STATE OF ILLINOIS)

STATE OF ILLINOIS )

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

COUNTY OF WILL ) SS

LISA SWANSON , HEREBY CERTIFY THAT HE IS THE OWNER OF THE
ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY AND HE HAS CAUSED THE SAME TO BE
SURVEYED AND SUBDIVIDED AS SHOWN ON THE PLAT HEREON
DRAWN.
DATED THIS ____ DAY OF _____________, 20 ___.

THE UNDERSIGNED, A NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR THE COUNTY AND STATE
AFORESAID, DOES CERTIFY THAT, LISA SWANSON, WHO IS PERSONALLY KNOWN TO
ME TO BE THE SAME PERSON WHOSE NAME IS SUBSCRIBED TO THE FOREGOING
INSTRUMENT APPEARED BEFORE ME THIS DAY IN PERSON AND ACKNOWLEDGED
THAT SHE SIGNED AND DELIVERED THE SAID INSTRUMENT UNDER HER OWN FREE
AND VOLUNTARY ACT FOR THE USES AND PURPOSES SET FORTH IN THE INSTRUMENT.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND NOTARIAL SEAL THIS __ DAY OF________, 20___.

BY: _______________________________________

LISA SWANSON

PRESIDENT & BOARD OF
TRUSTEES CERTIFICATE

__________________________ (SEAL)
NOTARY PUBLIC

PLAN COMMISSION CERTIFICATE
STATE OF ILLINOIS)

STATE OF ILLINOIS)

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

APPROVED BY THE PLAN COMMISSION OF THE VILLAGE OF
HOMER GLEN, WILL COUNTY

APPROVED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN, WILL COUNTY
THIS _____ DAY OF ______________, 20____..

THIS _____ DAY OF ______________, 20____..
__________________________
CHAIRMAN

__________________________
VILLAGE PRESIDENT

__________________________
VILLAGE CLERK

__________________________
VILLAGE CLERK

NICOR GAS COMPANY EASEMENT PROVISIONS
VILLAGE
COLLECTOR CERTIFICATE

TAX MAPPING CERTIFICATE

STATE OF ILLINOIS)

STATE OF ILLINOIS)

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

I, _______________________, COLLECTOR FOR THE
VILLAGE OF HOMER GLEN, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT
THERE ARE NO DELINQUENT OR UNPAID CURRENT OR
FORFEITED SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS OR ANY DEFERRED
INSTALLMENTS THEREOF THAT HAVE NOT BEEN
APPORTIONED AGAINST THE TRACT OF LAND, INCLUDED

I, ____________________________, DIRECTOR OF THE TAX MAPPING & PLATTING
OFFICE DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE CHECKED THE PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
ON THIS PLAT AGAINST AVAILABLE COUNTY RECORDS AND FIND SAID DESCRIPTION
TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT. THE PROPERTY HEREIN DESCRIBED IS LOCATED ON
TAX MAP ____________ AND IDENTIFIED AS PERMANENT REAL ESTATE NUMBER:
(PIN) ____________________________________________
DATED THIS __ DAY OF___________________, 20___.

ILLINOIS AMERICAN WATER COMPANY WASTEWATER
& WATER EASEMENT PROVISIONS

DATED THIS __ DAY OF________, 20___.
______________________________________________
DIRECTOR

__________________________
COLLECTOR

COUNTY CLERK CERTIFICATE

COUNTY RECORDER CERTIFICATE

STATE OF ILLINOIS)

STATE OF ILLINOIS)

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

COUNTY OF WILL) SS

I, ____________________, COUNTY CLERK OF WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS,
DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THERE ARE NO DELINQUENT GENERAL
TAXES, NO UNPAID FORFEITED TAXES AND NO REDEEMABLE TAX
SALES AGAINST ANY OF THE LAND INCLUDED IN THIS PLAT. I
FURTHER CERTIFY THAT I HAVE RECEIVED ALL STATUTORY FEES IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS PLAT. GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF
THE COUNTY CLERK OF WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS, THIS
DAY
OF
, A.D. 20

THIS PLAT WAS FILED FOR RECORD IN THE RECORDER'S OFFICE OF WILL
COUNTY, ILLINOIS, ON THE
DAY OF _

A.D. 20

, AT _ O'CLOCK

M. AS DOCUMENT NUMBER

_______________________________________
WILL COUNTY RECORDER OF DEEDS

__________________________
CLERK

SCHOOL DISTRICT CERTIFICATE

SURVEYORS CERTIFICATE

STATE OF ILLINOIS )
COUNTY OF DUPAGE) SS

STATE OF ILLINOIS )
) SS
COUNTY OF WILL )

THIS

, ILLINOIS
DAY OF _

B

DATED AT ______________, ILLINOIS, THIS _____ DAY OF ___________, 20____.

AN

M. MA
LO

PAVEMENT LEGEND

035.003974

REGISTERED ILLINOIS LAND SURVEYOR ________________________

PROFESSIONAL
LAND
SURVEYOR

, 20______

ST

ILLINOIS PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYOR NO. 035-003974
THIS PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CONFORMS TO THE CURRENT ILLINOIS MINIMUM
STANDARDS FOR A BOUNDARY SURVEY.

BY: _

RI

AT

IS

DATED AT

I, BRIAN MALONE , A REGISTERED ILLINOIS LAND SURVEYOR NUMBER 035.003974, DO
HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE SURVEYED AND SUBDIVIDED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED
PROPERTY AS SHOWN ON THIS PLAT, WHICH IS A CORRECT REPRESENTATION OF SAID
SURVEY AND SUBDIVISION; ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN FEET OR DECIMALS THEREOF.

NE

THE UNDERSIGNED DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT, AS OWNERS OF
THE PROPERTY DESCRIBED IN THE SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE,
AND KNOWN AS LISA SWANSON, TO THE BEST OF THEIR
KNOWLEDGE, IS LOCATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT___________________________________,
AND
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
DISTRICT IN WILL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

N
EO
F I LLI

O

LICENSE EXPIRES 11/30/20
PROFESSIONAL DESIGN FIRM NO.
184.005285-0010

OWNER & DESIGN ENGINEER'S CERTIFICATE AS TO DRAINAGE

MARTIN M. Engineering, Inc.

BRIAN MALONE, A REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER IN ILLINOIS, AND LISA SWANSON, THE OWNER OF THE LAND
DEPICTED HEREON OR HIS DULY AUTHORIZED ATTORNEY, DO HEREBY STATE, THAT TO THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE AND
BELIEF, REASONABLE PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR COLLECTION AND DIVERSION OF SUCH SURFACE WATERS AND PUBLIC
AREAS, OR DRAINS WHICH THE SUBDIVIDER HAS A RIGHT TO USE, AND THAT SUCH SURFACE WATERS WILL BE PLANNED FOR
IN ACCORDANCE WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED ENGINEERING PRACTICES SO AS TO REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD OF DAMAGE TO
ADJOINING PROPERTY BECAUSE OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUBDIVISION. FURTHER, AS ENGINEER, I HEREBY CERTIFY
THAT THE PROPERTY WHICH IS THE SUBJECT OF THIS SUBDIVISION OR ANY PART THEREOF IS NOT LOCATED WITHIN A

SITE DESIGN CIVIL ENGINEERS & SURVEYORS
20123 OAKWOOD DRIVE
MOKENA, ILLINOIS 60448
VOICE: (708) 995-1323
FAX: (708) 995-1384
LICENSE NO. 184.005285-0010

BY: ______________________________
OWNER

BY: ______________________________
REGISTERED ENGINEER

DATED THIS ___DAY OF ____________________, 20__.

BRIAN M.
MALONE

GRAPHIC SCALE

062-057556

EXP: 11/30/19

( IN FEET )
1 INCH = 10 ft.

HOMER GLEN PLAN COMMISSION
MEMORANDUM
To:

Chairman and Members of the Homer Glen Plan Commission

From:

Melissa King, Senior Planner/Project Manager

Meeting Date:

August 1, 2019

Agenda Item Number:

6.c

Subject:

12208 W. Somerset Road, Case No. HG-1914-V

Item Title: Consider a request for (1) a Variance to permit an above ground pool as an
obstruction in a corner side yard, and; (2) a Variance to increase the maximum height of a fence
in a corner side yard from four (4) feet to six (6) feet, and; (3) a Variance to allow a solid fence in
a corner side yard, [Table 1B (Site and Structure Bulk Requirements for Residential Districts)
of Chapter 220 (Zoning) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen], for certain real property
located in the R-5 Single Family Residential Zoning District at 12208 W. Somerset Road, Homer
Glen, Illinois.
Property Information
Location:

12208 W Somerset Road (See Attachment 1)

Property Size:

13,592 S.F.

Existing Zoning/Use:

R-5 Single-Family Residential (Lancaster Square
Subdivision)

Adjacent Zoning:

N:
E:
S:
S:
W:

R-5 Single-Family Residential
R-5 Single-Family Residential
A-1 Agricultural
R-5 Single-Family Residential
R-4 Single-Family Residential

Background Information
The applicants, Caren and Scott Johnson, live on the subject property located at 12208 W
Somerset Road in the Lancaster Square Subdivision, Unit 3. This subdivision was platted in
1978, well before the Village’s incorporation. The existing pool was permitted and installed in
Will County in 2001.
The applicant would like to replace the 6-foot-high fence and the existing twenty-four (24) foot
above ground pool, as depicted on the Plat of Survey (see Attachment 2). The pictures in
Attachment 3 depict the hardship conditions, which are explained in detail by the applicant in
Attachment 4 – Standards for Variances.
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Conformance with Zoning Regulations
Findings of Fact: Section 220-1207C(1-3) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen states the
required standards for making findings of fact for a Variance. The Code requires that the Plan
Commissioners consider these standards in making its finding and determining a
recommendation to send to the Village Board. Staff concurs with the following hardship evidence
described by the applicant:
•

•

The pool is proposed to be replaced in the exact same location. The existing pool sits atop
an existing foundation and is also positioned to fit into a cut out section of an existing
concrete patio. The pool cannot be moved further into the site do to constraints made by
an easement, mature existing trees and an existing concrete patio.
The fence is proposed to be replaced in the exact same location. The existing six (6) foot
high solid fence provides privacy from the adjacent roadway, 143rd Street.

Conformance with other Code Standards
Exterior Construction Standards (Chapter 75, Article II):
The Exterior Construction Standards do not apply to the requested Variances as such standards
apply only to primary dwellings and accessory structures greater than two hundred twenty-five
(225) square feet in area located in residential zones.
Lighting (Chapter 75, Article II):
The Lighting regulations do not apply to this request as no exterior lighting has been proposed.
Subdivision & Stormwater (Chapter 138, Article I):
The Subdivision regulations do not apply to this request as the applicant has not proposed the
division of the subject property at this time. The Stormwater regulations apply to this request
and the applicable site plans will be reviewed as part of the permitting process.
Tree Preservation and Conservation Subdivision (Chapter 138, Article I):
The Tree Preservation regulations do not apply to this request as the applicant has not requested
the approval of a Preliminary Plat of Subdivision or proposed the division of the subject property,
and the subject property is less than five (5) acres in size.
The Conservation Subdivision regulations do not apply to this request because the applicant has
not proposed the development of a residential subdivision greater than ten (10) acres in area,
nor the applicant proposed the development of a residential subdivision made up of lots less than
one and one-half (1.5) acres in size.
Park Donation (Chapter 138, Article II):
The Park Donation regulations do not apply to this request as these regulations only apply when
the final Plat for a residential subdivision or development has been approved, or when the final
Plat for a Planned Unit Development has been approved.
Conformance with Adopted Plans
Comprehensive Land Use Plan:
The Comprehensive Plan designates the subject property as Single-Family – Moderate Density.
Transportation Plan:
The regulations and recommendations set forth within the Village of Homer Glen Transportation
Plan do not apply as the applicant is not requesting any changes to the ingress and egress from
the subject property.
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Motion for Consideration
Is there a motion to adopt the attached findings as the findings of the Plan Commission and to
recommend _______________ (approval / approval with conditions / denial) of: (1) a Variance to
permit an above ground pool as an obstruction in a corner side yard, and; (2) a Variance to
increase the maximum height of a fence in a corner side yard from four (4) feet to six (6) feet,
and; (3) a Variance to allow a solid fence in a corner side yard, [Table 1B (Site and Structure
Bulk Requirements for Residential Districts) of Chapter 220 (Zoning) of the Code of the Village
of Homer Glen], for certain real property located in the R-5 Single Family Residential Zoning
District at 12208 W. Somerset Road, Homer Glen, Illinois.
[12208 W Somerset Road, Case No. HG-1914-V]
Attachments
1. Aerial Maps of 12208 W. Somerset Road
2. Plat of Survey
3. Pictures depicting the hardships
4. Findings of Fact
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Attachment 1 – Aerial Maps of 12208 W. Somerset Road
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Attachment 2 – Plat of Survey
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Attachment 3 – Pictures depicting the hardships

Failing pool shown in existing location. Existing six (6) foot high fence shown in background.

Existing pool footprint.
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Attachment 3 – Pictures depicting the hardships

Existing conditions along W. Somerset and large existing tree in northwest corner of property.

Existing conditions along 143rd Street.
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Attachment 4 – Findings of Fact
Standards for Variances

Chapter 220-1207C(1-3) of the Code of the Village of Homer Glen lists the standards by which
the Plan Commission shall make the findings of fact. The following are the categories with staff’s
recommended findings in italics.
1. The Plan Commission shall not vary the provisions of the Ordinance as authorized unless
it has made findings based upon the evidence presented to it in the following cases.
a) That the property in question cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used
only under the conditions allowed by the regulations in that zone.
The property could indeed yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used only under
the conditions allowed by the regulations in the R-5 Single-Family Residential District.
b) That the plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances.
The owner has cited several justifications for requesting the Variances to reconstruct a
six (6) foot solid fence and an above ground pool in the corner side yard including
constraints of an existing concrete patio and a large tree, the use of an existing
foundation area that connects to the existing patio and the need for privacy adjacent to
143rd Street.
c) That the variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
The Variances, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. The
replacement of the same size pool and a fence for one of similar height and design is
not likely to significantly alter the character of the area as the fence has been a part of
this area’s established character for many years. Furthermore, a newer, structurally
sound fence is likely to positively impact the visual aesthetic and character of the area.
2. A variance shall be recommended to the Village Board only if the evidence, in the
judgment of the Plan Commission, sustains each of the three conditions enumerated
above.
3. For the purpose of supplementing the above standards, the Plan Commission, in making
its determination, shall also take into consideration the extent to which the following
facts, favorable to the applicant, have been established by the evidence:
a) That the particular surroundings, shape, or topographical conditions of the specific
property involved will bring a particular hardship upon the owner, as distinguished
from a mere inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations was carried out.
The subject property’s is significantly tight positioned along a corner with a fifteen (15)
easement along the rear and existing large old growth trees along the other interior of
the property.
b) That the conditions upon which the petition for variance is based would not be
applicable, generally, to other property within the same zoning classification.
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The applicant’s primary justification for the requested Variances is simply that the
fence and pool have stood at this location for many years without apparent issue or
detriment to its surroundings. The conditions of the site are unique to this property.
c) That the purpose of the variance is not exclusively based upon a desire to make more
money out of the property.
The purpose of the requested Variance is not exclusively based upon a desire to make a
greater profit out of the property upon its sale; but mostly to replace existing accessory
structures that are in failing condition.
d) That the alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently
having an interest in the property.
The applicant’s primary difficulty in this scenario is based in that the existing pool and
fence are considered a legal nonconformity and cannot be replaced without the
approval of one or more Variances.
e) That the granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or
unduly injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the
property is located.
Village staff does not foresee the approval of these Variances having a detrimental
impact on the public welfare or being unduly injurious to other property or
improvements in the Lancaster Square subdivision. The existing fence does not appear
to obstruct the sight vision triangle at the corner of Somerset and 143rd Street.
f) That the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of any proposed structure
will not be so at Variance with the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan
of the structures already constructed, or in the course of construction in the immediate
neighborhood or the character of the applicable district, as to cause a substantial
depreciation in the property values within the neighborhood.
The Village’s exterior materials standards do not apply to pools or fences; instead, the
Village permits a short list of acceptable fence materials stated previously in the staff
report. The proposed fence would match this criteria. In regards to the property’s
functional plan, the fence does match the functional plan of the subject property, as a
residential fence is indeed complementary to the existing dwelling and other accessory
structures present.
g) That the proposed variance will not impair an adequate supply of air to adjacent
property, substantially increase the danger of fire, otherwise endanger the public
safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood.
The proposed Variances will not impair an adequate supply of air to the adjacent
property, substantially increase the danger of fire or substantially diminish or impair
property values within the Lancaster Square subdivision. Furthermore, staff does not
foresee a replacement of the existing fence endangering the public safety, as the existing
fence is located at a significant distance from the intersection of Somerset and 143rd
Street.
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